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ANIMAL CITY
Joan Negrescolor

40 PAGES | 24 X 30,6 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 4 UP | MARCH 2017

—
Nina likes visiting the jungle city. People once lived here, but the place is 
now taken over by nature. This is her secret place. Animals bustle about, 
as Nina comes to tell them stories. Monkeys like adventures in outer space, 
flamingos are fans of myths and legends. But here is ONE story which is all 
the animals’ favourite...
—
JOAN NEGRESCOLOR (Spain) is the illustrator of Hay Clases Sociales, 
published by Media Vaca and both winner of the Non-Fiction Bologna 
Ragazzi Award 2016 and the Catalonian Junceda Award 2016.

Rights 
available to 
all languages



AQUARIUM
Cynthia Alonso

40 PAGES | 25 X 16 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 3 UP | FEBRUARY 2017 | 12.90€

—
This is a story about a girl who lives by the river. Everyday she leaves her home 
and lays down at the pier looking at the water. One day she falls in love with a 
little fish, takes him home and builds an amazing world for him. Only to learn 
that love is about listening and flowing…
—
CYNTHIA ALONSO (Argentina) is an up-and-coming talent. Her first picture book 
is a beautifully illustrated silent story that leaves us floating in our own imagination.

Selected for BOLOGNA ILLUSTRATORS EXHIBITION 2016 
Selected by SOCIETY OF ILLUSTRATORS 58 

Rights available to all languages



Rights 
available to 
all languages

CRACK!
Carmen Chica & Martina Manyà

40 PAGES | 22 X 28,4 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 4 UP | MARCH 2017 | 14€

—

It all began when the sky turned grey. Too grey! The neighbours couldn’t talk of 
anything else and decided: “Let’s paint it!” So they chose to paint that horrible 
grey sky… red! The sky filled up with energy, excitement and… cats! And then 
they paint it… green! Pink! Yellow! ‘till one day… CRAAACK! Oh, no! What now? 
—
MARTINA MANYÀ (Spain) works as a freelance illustrator between Lisbon 
and Barcelona. Her artist book Montanhas was nominated for the Catalonian 
Junceda Award. 
—
CARMEN CHICA (Spain) debuted as a writer with O Tempo do Gigante, 
published by Orfeu Negro in 2015.



OPERA PRIMA 2015  
Special Mention Bologna 
Ragazzi Award

Nominee BEST 
CHILDREN’S BOOK 2014  
Portuguese Authors’ Society

Rights sold
FRANCE
SPAIN
WORLD ENGLISH
WORLD GERMAN
WORLD DUTCH
CHINA

TODAY I FEEL…
from A to Z
Madalena Moniz

64 PAGES | 17 X 26 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 4 UP | 2ND ED. MARCH 2016 | 14.50€

—
A powerful and lyrically intense ABC of feelings. Each image conveys a strong 
emotional presence and the moods chosen to represent each letter – Audacious, 
Beloved, Curious – are often described through a visual metaphor, avoiding tra-
ditionally playful approaches to this kind of picture book. 
Handmade artwork in watercolour paper with ink and watercolour washes.
And in the end, we can all play: How are you feeling today? From A to Z.

A CAT’S A CAT AND THAT’S THAT
Rui Lopes and Renata Bueno

48 PAGES | 17,5 X 13,4 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 3 UP | MARCH 2017 | 9.90€

—
This story begins with a king. A serious king that likes to do all things alike.
He puts on his right boot before the left boot and everyday he listens to the 
same sad song. Until one day Miss Cristina says: ENOUGH! 
A small format book that invites children to a world of humour and invention.
Real barcodes are now a cat, a rocket and a zebra. Or a snake that may hide a 
surprise... 
—
RENATA BUENO (Brazil) is a visual artist and architect who loves creating 
playful books with a dozen arts and techniques. Awarded the Jabuti 1st Prize 
in 2013.
—
RUI LOPES (Portugal) is a teacher and a theatre director. This is his debut book.

Rights 
available to 
all languages



BEST CHILDREN’S
BOOK ILLUSTRATION  
AWARD 2015  
International Comics 
Festival Amadora BD

WINNER OF THE 5th 
IBEROAMERICAN 
CATALOGUE  
OF ILLUSTRATION

Rights sold
SPAIN 
REP. OF KOREA 
CHINA

Nominee BEST 
CHILDREN’S
ILLUSTRATION  
2016  
International Comics 
Festival Amadora BD

Rights sold
WORLD ENGLISH
FRANCE 
POLAND 
CHINA

THE GIANT’S TIME
Carmen Chica & Manuel Marsol

48 PAGES | 24,4 X 34,5 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 5 UP | JULY 2015 | 14.90€

—

Nothing happened today. Neither today. Nor today.
Days are like pine trees. They all look the same. Will it always be like this? 
—
A very tender and poetic story illustrated by the winner of the Edelvives 
International Picture Book Award 2014. Time, memory and all those little things 
that happen around us, mostly unnoticed, play a central and affectionate role in 
this large format book. 
—
MANUEL MARSOL (Spain) has won several awards and was selected for 
Bologna Illustrators Exhibition in 2016 and 2017.

BALTHAZAR THE GREAT
Kirsten Sims

40 PAGES | 25 X 25 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 3 UP | MARCH 2016 | 13.50€

—
Balthazar was the world’s greatest violin playing polar bear. Well, at least 
he used to be the greatest… Now he was the ONLY polar bear left in all the 
world’s circuses. One night, he is set free. And a long journey home begins.
—
KIRSTEN SIMS (South Africa) first picture book is stunningly drawn in 
gouache, watercolour, ink and crayon. Her charming scenes and landscapes 
take us into an imaginary poetic journey of a polar bear looking for a safe 
place in the planet.



WINNER 
OF THE 5th 
INTERNATIONAL 
AWARD FOR 
ILLUSTRATION 
Bologna 
Children’s Book 
Fair 2014

Rights sold
FRANCE 
ITALY 
GERMANY 
HUNGARY 
SWEDEN
POLAND
UKRAINE 
BRAZIL 
WORLD SPANISH 
REP. OF KOREA 
JAPAN 
CHINA 
TAIWAN 
HONG KONG  
MACAU

MY GRANDAD
Catarina Sobral

40 PAGES | 19 X 19 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 4 UP | 2ND ED. JUNE 2014 | 12€

—
My grandad used to have a clock shop. Now he has a lot of free time.
Mr. Wright is not a watchmaker (though he always has one eye on the time) and 
he never wastes a minute.
A small format book on modern times, sprinkled generously with artistic 
references from Jacques Tati, the French director, to Fernando Pessoa, the 
Portuguese poet.

SO SO BIG
Catarina Sobral

40 PAGES | 25 X 21 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 3 UP | MAY 2016 | 13.50 €

—
Samuel is a small boy (or so he thinks). One day he wakes up to find himself 
transformed into a hippopotamus. Just like that! His feet are so big that no lon-
ger fit into the shoes. The teeth… wow… long, sharp, incredibly scary. And, yet, 
his parents don’t seem to notice anything unusual. But how can he show up at 
school in such manner?
—
Blending humour and nonsense, award-winning author/illustrator Catarina Sobral’s 
new picture book is a true kafkian metaphor on a child’s growth.

Rights sold
ITALY |  WORLD SPANISH | REPUBLIC OF KOREA | CHINA 



 

FOREIGN RIGHTS
Patrícia Nunes
press@orfeunegro.org

Rua Silva Carvalho, 152 – 2.º
1250 – 257 Lisboa | Portugal

www.orfeunegro.org
facebook.com/orfeunegro

Cover/back cover illustrations 
JOAN NEGRESCOLOR

ORFEU NEGRO

Books that look  
and feel good…

WHITE RAVENS AWARD 2013

SPECIAL MENTION 
National Illustration Award 2012

Rights sold
BRAZIL | CHINA

BEST CHILDREN´S BOOK 2013  
Portuguese Authors’ Society Award

BEST CHILDREN’S ILLUSTRATION AWARD 2013 
Amadora International Comics Festival

Rights sold
FRANCE | ITALY | GERMANY | SWEDEN | POLAND 
HUNGARY | BRAZIL | WORLD SPANISH | SINGAPORE 
MALAYSIA | CHINA

ACHIMPA
The Mysterious Word
Catarina Sobral

40 PAGES | 21,5 X 28,5 CM | HARDCOVER | FROM 5 UP | 2ND ED. MARCH 2015 | 13.50€

—
One day, a researcher came across a new word: ACHIMPA. Nobody knew its 
meaning or the word class it belonged to. Still, people started using the word 
and everyone achimped and would achimp forever if it wasn’t for a linguist 
whom showed up in this story…

STRIKE
Catarina Sobral

48 PAGES | 27 X 21 CM | HARDCOVER  | FROM 5 UP | OCTOBER 2011 | 14.50€

—
Breaking news: dots go on strike! Pointless to say that life becomes a chaos. 
In sports, math classes, museums and tourist spots. No one could understand 
an iota of what was written. Using monotype and collage, here is Catarina’s 
well spirited (first) book!




